Young's Moving Service Rogers
Arkansas
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Amber Tejada
Local Guide·26 reviews

Joana Gonzalez
Local Guide·58 reviews

Liberty Tax of Fayetteville wants to give a shout out to
Young's Moving Service.....Their employees are top notch
and work so hard for each client......you won't be
disappointed!

Very professional and friendly! Great customer service both
on the phone and in person.

Anita Reding
1 review

Stacy Grosso
1 review
I highly recommend Young’s Moving Service. The crew was
quick, courteous and extremely accommodating. They did a
great job and handled all of our belongings with care. You
won’t regret using this company for your move, and Ericka
was very pleasant and communicative.

We were very impressed with Young's Moving Service. All
company representatives were courteous and professional.

Pam Reeder
1 review
Great staff in moving.

Magdalena Asborno
11 reviews
Amazing service! Great job on my long distance, out-of-state
moving. They packed all my stuff with great care, fast, using
quality material, and clearly labeled all boxes. The moving
crew arrived on time, disassembled required furniture and
reassembled it next day on my new home. I have lots of glass
stuff, including a dining table, and arrived safely! The owner
takes care of customers herself. Young's Moving Service is
highly recommended.
Sara M.
1 review

Michelle Miller
1 review
I’ve used different moving companies in the past and this was
the best experience, by far. From the packers to the movers,
the team was professional and respectful. I highly
recommend this local business. I will definitely call on them
again if and when I move again. Their service was top notch,
affordable and worth every penny. I am a very happy
customer.
Debby Gordon
3 reviews

We were so pleased with the service we received from
Young's! The crew was very polite, hard working, and
efficient. Highly recommend!

Holly Preston
1 review
Haz and Dayton showed up on time. Super pleasant.
Professional. Laid back. Took care of everything. Didn’t break
anything. They were awesome and amazing and I didn’t have
to lift a finger. I would use them again. ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

The team did a great job, were on time and walked through
the house first to see what was going to Texas and what was
staying. They arrived first thing the next morning in Texas,
unloaded, cleaned up and were done in less than two hours.
They wrapped and taped everything....EVERYTHING! No
worries at all! The Arkansas Team was amazing....polite and
understanding...The Crew that was added in Texas....equally
as amazing! The also did the other local move, and assisted
in so many ways. Great service, competitive pricing and
understanding of the situation! Will recommend to all that are
looking for a GREAT Team to help make a move...large or
small!

Stephen Bell
1 review
Greta service, the people on site were great to work with and
careful with our stuff.

Barbara Ryan
3 reviews
Young’s moving service was amazing! Walter, Shawn and
Haz were outstanding!!! It was extremely hot the day we
moved and they moved everything with a smile on their face.
I would recommend those 3 men for any move! My husband
and I couldn’t be more happy with how the move went!

David Lewis
1 review
First let me say I hate moving! So, if you’ve got to move you
need a company like Young, they help take the pain out.
Professional, prompt and very hard working. They helped
make our move less painful.

Annsilina Moore
1 review
Very pleasant crew. Guys were quick and careful while
working my job. Very responsive to getting estimate. Got me
taken care of the same day. All around excellent.

Jennifer R Knoke
9 reviews
Ericka is a complete professional as is her crew. She gave
me a bid that was less than a hour off (mostly due to
inclement weather, not their fault). Ericka communicated with
her staff during the move and then called me the next day to
confirm that I was happy with everything and had no issues.
We are very appreciative of that level of service. We highly
recommend Young’s Moving Service.

raegan renfrow
2 reviews

Cathy Van Zant
1 review
Thank you to Young's Moving for a job well done. Your guys
did a terrific job all the way around and worked hard from
start to finish. And on top of that they were both so polite and
respectful. I would highly recommend Young's Moving.

They were incredible, the guys were so friendly and fast
working. We had to last minute hire movers to unload into our
duplex, from communication to the actual move it was above
expectations, they went above and beyond! We highly
recommend to anyone and everyone!

Patrick Pulliam
5 reviews

Kellie McNeill
2 reviews

Great team, great at what they do. They finished quicker than
projected It was funny seeing a group of grown men
figuring out how to put our baby’s crib back together.. lol!

Arrived on time and quickly loaded. I was moving about 15
minutes away so they had completed the move in 3 hours.
Had a new-in-box washer/dryer and they unboxed and
installed them. Highly recommend.

Roy Clark
1 review

Melody Ulm
3 reviews

Young Moving Company is amazing!!! They were always on
time. The staff was very professional and did beyond what we
asked of them. They were well mannered and genuinely
cared about making our move a positive experience. They
took excellent care of our possessions. They used pads and
shrink wrap freely to make sure nothing was damaged.
Estimates were fair and the final bill was below the estimated
price. We liked them so much that my husband asked for
t-shirts with their logo so that he could advertise for them. We
would highly recommend Young Moving Company!!!
Scott Murphy
Local Guide·15 reviews
We had an excellent experience with Young's...from
packaging to moving and everything in between, Ericka and
team were spot on, professional, friendly, efficient, and timely.
We had a seamless move. We highly recommend Young's
and would use them again!

This company worked hard to get us moved. They arrived
early in the morning and was finished early in the afternoon.
The guys took care and pride with all of our boxes and
furniture. I highly recommend them. Thanks for everything,
you all did a fantastic job.

Megan Webb
1 review
Young’s moving was phenomenal to work with. Ericka was
kind and courteous during every interaction and always
transparent with timelines and fees. Our moving crew was top
notch, they were careful with our items, and overall just great
guys to trust with our move. We will always recommend
Young’s moving service!

Kimberly Parker
3 reviews
David Lipford
1 review
I have moved serveral times but this time was 16 hours away.
This was by far the best pack job of the truck i have ever
seen. Nothing was damaged. The crew worked hard. Nick
and Ericka were also a pleasure to work with. Thanks
Youngs!

I highly recommend Young’s Movers. The three man crew
was friendly, professional, and hard working. I had a large,
heavy weight machine that was difficult and tough to
maneuver into a small space and they stuck with it, problem
solving until it went right where I had hoped. Thanks guys!

Anna June Schug
1 review
This moving team is professional & organized!! I appreciate
them asking questions about items to pack.

Young's Moving Service Rogers
Arkansas
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